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School Review Form 
This form is to be used by Visiting Evaluation Teams (VET) to report following Candidacy, Accreditation and Review 
visits. Schools receiving the visit must sign off the form in agreement.  

Schools are reviewed by an external Visiting Evaluation Team according to the standards outlined in the Fourth 
Edition 2006 of the ECTE Manual.  The following rating scale is used: 

 
4 Full compliance. The 

school evidences a high 
degree of quality and 

operates at the level of the 
ECTE standard. 

3 Partial compliance. The 
school satisfies the standard 

but there is room for 
improvement. 

Recommendations follow. 

2 Work needed.  The school 
must work on the 

requirements to improve 
significantly in the given 

standard.  Requirements are 
given. 

1 Much work needed. 
The standard is not in 

operation and the school 
will need to follow the 
given requirements. 

Indicate that the requirements for accreditation are met – 
no additional action prior to accreditation. 

Indicate that the requirements for accreditation are NOT 
met – additional action is required – it can be prior to 
accreditation or by defined post-accreditation date. 

The form is organized following the Standards described in section  3.2 of the ECTE Manual. Grades and 
recommendations/requirements are given for each item of evidence and then a summarized “Report statement” is 
provided for each general standard.  Recommendation indicate areas of further improvement and development and 
progression must be reported in the APRs and checked during review visits. Requirements indicate areas which call 
for ultimate action in order to receive or maintain accreditation. For requirements a due date must be specified in 
the School Review Form (by the VET) or in the Follow-up Form (by the Accreditation Commission/the Council) – 
either “Prior to accreditation” or a post-accreditation date. The report concludes with an overall assessment of the 
school and recommendation to the Council.  

 

General information 

Name of theological school Istituto Biblico Evangelico Italiano 
 

Names of Visiting Evaluation Team 
Members 

Dr. Paul Sanders (chair) 

Dr. Graham Cheesman 

Mr. Karim Alili 
 

Visitation Category 

 Orientation 

 Courtesy 

 Candidacy 

 Accreditation 

  X    Review 
 

Specify the programme of study that is 
object of the visit and level of accreditation  

Certificate (distance-learning online) 
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Introductory comments to the Visit 

Greater Europe Mission established the Istituto Biblico Evangelico Italiano (IBEI) in 1959 which was led by GEM missionaries 
Royal Peck and then Bernard Oxenham. IBEI was formed as an independent Italian association in 1983. The first Italian 
principal, Fares Marzone, was appointed 1997. He was succeeded in 2019 by Dr Gianfranco Giuni. The IBEI residential 
programme was accredited by EEAA (now ECTE), but this accreditation had lapsed, as that programme was discontinued for a 
time, leaving only the extension and distance learning programmes accredited by the ECTE. This residential programme was re-
started in 2017 and the previous visit accredited the first year of the three-year programme. IBEI has now requested 
accreditation of its revised and revived three-year residential programme including a stand-alone certificate which forms the 
first year of a Bachelor of Theology. The two distance learning programmes – online and extension (DL-Online and DL-
Extension) – come up for renewal of accreditation during the present visit. 

One of the members of the current VET, Dr. Cheesman, also served in the previous three ECTE accreditation visits, and Dr. 
Sanders served in the previous two. They were accompanied on this visit by Mr. Karim Alili. The VET also noted that the 
already-accredited DL-Online and DL-Extension programmes continue to be fully synchronised with the first year of the 
residential Vocational Bachelor. 

The team was very warmly received by the leadership and the staff and provided with all means needed for an effective 
evaluation of the academic work and community life of the institution. The programme of visitation and meetings was agreed 
upon well in advance and carried out effectively. Among other activities, members of the team were involved in meeting 
students, participating in devotional events and observing lecture delivery, as well as a student thesis defence. Discussions 
with board, leadership, faculty, staff and students were carried out in collegial and friendly manner. From the team’s point of 
view, the discussions were open and honest. The SERs were well written, provide a good summary of the school’s current state 
and reflect positive development in all areas with respect to the previous ECTE accreditation visits. Certain current challenges 
for the future of IBEI were also discussed with both IBEI board and management. We had particular occasion to observe the new 
leadership in action. 

 

Review Form 

Standard 4 3 2 1 Recommendations Requirements 

1.  Integration and implementation of core values and statement of faith into all activities 
Core Values are recognizable in the programme and 
general operations (refer to Membership Application 
Form) 

1. Faithful to doctrine 

 

X                

2. Trusted by the church X                 

3. Excellent in academics X                 

4. Operating as community X                 

5. Integrated in approach X                 

6. Aimed at service X                 

7. Focused on outcomes X                 

8. Evaluated with integrity X                 

9. Governed with competency X                

10. Managed efficiently X                 

11. Effective within context X                 

12. The statement of faith is integrated into all 
activities 

X                 

Report statement:  
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2.  Strategic plan that is approved by the governing body and relates to the institution’s operation. 

Appropriate written mission statement X                

Appropriate short- and long-term development plans  X   IBEI needs to pursue and 
complete the writing of these 
plans with specific orientation 
toward theological education 
(in contrast to university-type 
structures). 

      

Clearly formulated learning outcomes X                

Clear programme profile X                

Clear academic/vocational distinction  X                

Report statement: Under the leadership of the new principal, the desire for and willingness to broaden the ecclesial constituency of the school 
has been significantly reinforced. As IBEI is discussing new structures, clear distinction and boundaries between board and management need 
to be carefully drawn (see section 9). 

3.  Programme that reflects learning outcomes in curriculum and learning activities. 

Appropriate understanding of learning outcomes X                

Appropriate procedure used in setting learning 
outcomes 

X                

Learning outcomes are used appropriately to build 
curriculum 

X                

Appropriate course syllabi X                

Variety of appropriate learning activities X                

Balanced curriculum X    .       

Curriculum reflects learning outcomes X    Course learning outcomes are 
carefully mapped against all 
course module descriptors. 

      

Report statement: We reiterate our previous commendation of the excellent work done in the area of learning outcomes as 
integrated into the curriculum and learning activities. This process has involved a great deal of work on the part of both 
faculty and the Vice-President for academic affairs. 

4. Understanding and usage of ECTS and appropriate credit and duration scheme for level of study. 

ECTS are understood and used properly X                

Correct number ECTS for level of study  X                

Correct duration for level of study X                

Duration and ECTS correspond to national situation X                

ECTS are awarded for all learning activities X                

Report statement: The ECTS system is integrated in full conformity with ECTE requirements. 

5. Teaching and learning are provided to a high level of quality and there is consistent, transparent, on-going and 
appropriate evaluation of all student learning activities. 

Teaching and learning, classroom organisation and 
pedagogical practices in the school occur in harmony 
with principles of effective adult teaching 

X                

Teaching and learning is at appropriate level and 
academic depth for the programme. 

X           

Teaching and learning are fitting to the discipline of 
theology 

X                

Teaching and learning aim at integration between 
academic instruction, ministerial training, spiritual 
formation, character education and theological 
reflection 

X                

Appropriate Student Progress Files. X                

Written assessment policy in place. X                
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Written right of appeal procedure. X                

Assessment policy is clearly understood by students for 
all learning activities. 

X                

Assessment is differentiated and adequate for different 
learning activities.  

X                

Assessment is sensitive to the level of study. X                

Where operating, final assessment is adequate. X          

Report statement: The entire online education process was found to be of exceptional quality. 

6.  Clear and consistent graduation requirements and appropriate documentation provided to 
graduates. 

Graduation requirements are clear. X                

Graduation requirements are binding. X                

Graduates are given a Transcript. X                

Graduates are given an academic award from the 
school. 

X                

Graduates are given a Diploma Supplement. X                

Graduates are given an ECTE Certificate (for schools 
that are already accredited) 

X                

Report statement: Certificate graduation requirements are clearly spelled out in all appropriate IBEI documentation. 

7.  Healthy Christian community is fostered and modelled. 

Social activities are organized.     N/A       

Spiritual activities are organized. X                

Provision is made for access to physical activities.     N/A       

Student organizations operate appropriately.     N/A       

Written code of ethics X                

Disciplinary procedures outlined. X                

Accountability to local churches. X                

Report statement: The applicable areas were well-addressed in the supporting documentation appended to the SER. 

8. Curricula includes mentoring programmes, ministry experience and cultural awareness. 

Organized and efficient mentoring programme. X    The mentoring programme is 
extremely well thought-out and 
executed. 

      

Organized and efficient ministry experience 
programme. 

X                

Written evaluations carried out for mentoring 
programmes and ECTS credits awarded. 

X                

Written evaluations carried out for ministry experience 
programmes and ECTS credits awarded. 

X                

Students are exposed to their particular culture. X                

Students are exposed to multicultural dimensions. X                

Report statement: 

Following the introduction of an interactive cohort system, we are now able to affirm student exposure to multicultural dimensions (cf. 2017 
VET report). 
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9.  Clear organizational structure, organization and governance. 

Legal status is appropriate for national context. X                

Appropriate governance.  X   We commend the Board 
responding to our previous 
suggestion and taking a more 
active governance role. At the 
same time, we request that I 
IBEI define in writing the nature 
of the interface between 
governance and management 
responsibilities. 

      

Appropriate management and organization. X    Issues of succession of major 
leadership may well occur in 
two years’ time (principal, 
board chair and administration 
manager…) 

      

Adequate record-keeping procedures. X                

Adequate administration and secretarial provisions X    Communication among staff 
has improved significantly since 
our last visit, more could be 
done relative to intra-staff 
communication. 

      

Internal quality assurance procedures are in place and 
operating 

X           

Faculty and learning activities are continually 
evaluated. 

X                

Report statement: We commend the yearly staff and faculty retreats as an effective means of feedback and evaluation, and subsequent 
coordination of their activities. This is an excellent means of spiritual development and team cohesion. 

10.  Faculty members have suitable qualifications and carry realistic work loads. 
Faculty possess adequate academic and professional 
qualifications for level of study. 

                

Faculty are up-to-date in their field of specialization both in 
terms of contemporary teaching methods and theory 

      

There are adequate plans for faculty instructional 
development, enrichment of qualifications and provision 
for on-going faculty research 

    We encourage IBEI faculty to 
use the resources for 
continuing education available 
in the ICETE Academy through 
their membership in ECTE. 

 

Faculty use suitable teaching methodologies       

Faculty members actively participate in the life and 
worship of the theological school and show personal 
involvement in the physical and spiritual welfare of the 
students 

      

Faculty possess fitting spiritual and character qualities.                 

Faculty is sufficient in number and carries realistic work 
load. 

    Faculty provision is the best 
available in Italy under present 
circumstances. 

      

Full-time faculty carry the majority of the teaching load.     There are currently no full-time 
IBEI faculty. Their potential role 
should be considered in IBEI’s 
strategic planning. 

 

Faculty are adapted to the cultural and linguistic context of 
the school. 

      

Plans are implemented for faculty development and 
research  

                

Report statement:  In contrast to the residential programmes, student numbers in the DL-online programme are significant and increasing.  
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11.  Suitable student access standards are implemented. 

Access is appropriately regulated by the standards for 
each level of study. 

                

Policy is established and implemented for special 
access cases. 

                

Procedures are in place to evaluate commitment to 
Christian truth, values and ethics.  

                

Report statement: We commend IBEI for having integrated informal special access policy into IBEI official documentation. 

12.  Facilities are adequate for educational objectives. 

Campus is suitable.     N/A       

Housing and student services are adequate.     N/A            

Library is adequate for level of study.     N/A       

Library keeping procedures are adequate.     N/A       

Development plan for the library     N/A       

Sufficient and qualified staff for library maintenance 
and development 

    N/A  

IT provision for students.     N/A       

Report statement: Online courses come with significant online resources available on the Moodle platform. Further plans involve 
the development of an online library. 

13.  Financial policies, procedures, records and conditions are sound and there is general stability. 

Sound financial status     This particular 
programme is in profit 
and thus helps IBEI’s 
overall financial situation. 

      

Adequate development fund and planning            

Appropriate and clearly communicated student fees.                 

Adequate compensation for staff and faculty                 

Stability in leadership                 

Stability in staff and faculty                 

Stability in enrolment      Enrolment is adequate 
and continues to rise. 

      

Report statement:  

 
14  Healthy public relations and truthful publicity. 

Appropriate Information Package and Course 
Catalogue 

                

Truthful publicity and appropriate usage of academic 
nomenclatures 

                

Good relationships with national and local community                 

Good relationships with wider Christian community                 

Contact with potential student employers                 

Publicity tools for potential students                 

Alumni programme                 

Report statement: Genuine progress is being made on developing a robust alumni programme. 
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Conclusions and recommendations to the ECTE Council 

 

Overall assessment of the school and recommendations to the ECTE Council 

The VET’s overall assessment of IBEI’s DL-Online programme is very positive. There is sufficient evidence to conclude that the 
school operates with integrity and on a high degree of quality, and on the level of full-compliance with all ECTE standards as 
outlined in the ECTE Manual. They have responded to previous ECTE VET recommendations (cf. 2017 VET report) with 
seriousness and implemented steps for substantial improvement in the institution. The team confidently recommends to the 
ECTE council the renewal of accreditation of this Certificate of Theology (online) programme for a period of five years (2019-
2024). 

To expand the vision of the school and its quality provision for the future, we have made the following recommendations for 
further improvement and development of IBEI: 

1. IBEI needs to pursue and complete the writing of their new strategic plan with specific orientation toward theological 
education, as well as appropriate university-type structures. 

2. We recommend that IBEI define in writing the nature of the interface between governance and management 
responsibilities. 

3. We recommend that IBEI faculty use the resources for continuing education available in the ICETE Academy through their 
membership in ECTE. 

4. As IBEI envisions serious curriculum revision, we recommend engagement with Rupen Das, Connecting Curriculum to 
Context. A Handbook for Context Relevant Curriculum Development in Theological Education. 

There are no binding requirements needing to be fulfilled prior to renewal of IBEI BTh accreditation. 

 
 

Signatures of VET team       

      

      

 

Name and signature for acceptance 
of the report from school 
leadership 

      

In line with best practice in 
accreditation the ECTE will publish 
a Summary Assessment (numerical 
synopsis of this report) on its 
website).  The school leadership is 
asked to sign to acknowledge this. 

 

 

Current Date       

 
 

 
 

The European Council for Theological Education is a non-profit higher education network. 
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